
1D granularity
The level of detail of describing the (linear) route 

basic level: one instruction per decision point
chunking: combining several instructions

“turn right at the third intersection”
“follow the river”

Switching 1D granularity means cutting up a 
segment into smaller ones – or grouping segments
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In a nutshell:
How detailed should 

a route description be?
Does the wayfinder

need path information or 
does information about 
the target location suffice?

Does the wayfinder
need information about 
each decision point?

How much and what 
types of information does 
the wayfinder need about 
a particular region or 
segment of the route? 

Do automatically 
generated route de-
scriptions correspond 
to human ones? 

What types of 
information detail does 
each of them capture?

Does this information 
correspond to the actual 
information needs?

2D granularity
The level of detail of describing a region

zooming into or out of a region by referring to smaller 
or larger areas

destination descriptions switch 2D granularity
“The goal is in the central business district, close to 

the city hall”

Reinforcement
There are many ways of referring to entities: “the main road”, “King Street”, “the road leading downtown”
Further info reinforces the reference: “follow the road for 200 meters”, “you will see three traffic lights”
Variation of the amount of information given: by more than one type of reference, and by adding further aspects
Basic level: Reference to an entity by its basic level term (“the street”)
Switching to more detail involves referring to and describing the spatial region or segment in further ways 

without necessarily changing the levels of 1D or 2D granularity

Switching granularity levels
Both types of spatial granularity, and reinforcement, can 

be switched and combined freely in a route description
“take the tram to the station, in the station walk to the 

display board of departures and find the track 
information, follow the signs to the track, and then take 
the train to Bremen“

Human (verbal) route directions (here: a small corpus of written data)
are flexible with respect to 2D granularity 

the descriptions zoom into and out of regions in a coherent way 
account for differences by direction of travelling
account for differences by estimated information needs

by shifts to finer granularity levels and reinforcement where appropriate 

Case study: Travelling from the Cartesium (Bremen) to Ganderkesee high school by public transport

Shared results (in comparison to a certain wayfinder’s actual information needs in a given scenario)
Both types of route directions provide the most important pieces of information on distinct levels of granularity: a clear hierarchical structure

switches of 1D & 2D granularity as well as reinforcement co-occur with switches of travel mode

Web-based services (here: bahn.de)
are by default mono-modal: focus on info about trains & buses

switches of modality involve further action by the user 
provide a range of alternatives concerning public transport

without information about relevance
lack flexibility in 2D granularity 

regions are categories of a provider ontology 
may not correspond to the user‘s knowledge and 

information needs


